[The use of an asymmetric film-screen combination for the imaging of round pulmonary foci].
To examine the diagnostic advantages of an asymmetric film-screen system (a-FSS) compared to a conventional 200-speed FSS with and without anatomical lung filter. Standard radiographs were obtained from an anthropomorphic chest phantom with simulated pulmonary nodules. The existence or non-existence of nodules was assessed in 7344 individual observations. The results were evaluated using ROC analysis. In an overall evaluation the a-FSS with an ROC area of 0.873 +/- 0.018 was not significantly superior (p > 0.05) to the lung filter but significantly superior (p < 0.05) to the 200-speed FSS. In the mediastinum the a-FSS and the lung filter were significantly superior (p < 0.05) to the 200-speed FSS. In the lung areas the 200-speed FSS and the a-FSS attained equivalent results (p > 0.05), whereas the lung filter was rated significantly lower (p < 0.05). Asymmetric FSS improves chest diagnostics, because it yields significantly more diagnostic information in the mediastinum using equivalent x-ray exposure without reducing the image quality in the lung areas in respect of simulated pulmonary nodules.